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When Walt er Parkes, joint head of production at Dreamworks, met with Ridley Scott to ask him to direct

Gladiator (Dreamworks, 2000), he showed him a copy of a painting cailed Pollice Verso ("Thumbs Down! "),

by the nineteenth-century French artistJean-Léon Gérome.

It shows a gladiator standing over his lmunded opponent in the Roman Coliseum, while excited spectators vote for a kil!.

Basicall)', Ridle)' looked at the picture and said, ''!'m doing the movie," producer Douglas Wiek recalls. "Walter knew how

to get me," agrees Seatt, who studied painting at the Ro)'al College of Art, "because I love to create worlds." I

About 87 years before Gladiator, Pollice verso had already inspired Quo vadis? (Cines, 1913), one of the first

major epics in film history: there, however, the pictorial inspiration had been "woven" into the texture of the

film in a much more literal way. While one can only speculate how many - or how few - of today's viewers rec

ognize the pictorial references in Gladiator, the pictorial quotations of Quo vadis? were quickly spotted by its

first audiences, not least because of the publicity materials around the film.

Living Pictures

The use of pictorial quotations in films continu es to produce uneasy feelings among film- makers, film critics

and film historians raised within the modernist and auteurist aesthetic. This practice has a long tradition, how

ever, which we cannot ignore when viewing and re-viewing films from ail over the world . For it has a great deal

to teil us ab out both the idea of iconic images and the audiences who respond to them. In his article "When

History Films (Try To) Become Paintings" (1996), Charles Tashiro shows how historical films which evoke

famous paintings and art styles, offer both the gratification of sensuous spectacle and the satisfactions of rec-
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ognizing familiar images.2 This pleasure derives from the cultural values common to the filmmakers and their

audience. In his European Cinemas, European Societies, Pierre Sorlin remarks that "Visconti's Senso (1954)

enthused its viewers all over Europe since it imitated, deliberately, the Italian painters of the mid-nineteenth

century with their vast horizons, their skies en ding in the sea and their sunny mornings."3 In these films the

action is slowed down, sometimes even brought to a standstill in order to facilitate pictorial recognition. We

can trace this practice back to the earliest years of cinema.

At that time, there was a prolific number of filmed paintings, and it is even possible to speak of a genre. Üften

they consisted of short narratives, which either ended with a tableau depicting a famous painting, or in which

the action was delayed or slowed down at the climax of the film. The horizontalline of the story was th us inter

rupted by the vertical moment of the quotation, rather like an operatie aria. The idea was to ensure that the

quotation would be recognizable - though this did tend to produce an odd kind of friction between the vari

ous elements of the film. These films were often called Living Pictures, Lebende Bilder or tableaux animés. The

paintings depicted were frequently nineteenth-century works, particularly those considered to represent the

official taste; paintings, in other words, which enjoyed public acclaim and had won prizes at the Paris Salons.

The genre has several, often overlapping names: academie painting, art pompier or bourgeois realism. A work

such as Alphonse de Neuville's Les Dernières Cartouches (1873), for instanee, which depiets one of the battles

of the Franco-Prussian War, was used for no fewer than four different films: one by the Lumière brothers in

1897, one by Méliès in the same year, one by Gaumont from 1898 and one by Pathé, made probably in 1899.4

Another good example is Le Duel après le bal masqué (1857 -59) by Jean-Léon Gérome, 'quoted in the Pathé film

Un duel après le bal (1900).5 Here the whole story is no more than a build-up to the depiction of the painting.

The action is almost frozen when the film arrives at the moment of the quotation. The Pathé catalogue explic

itly mentioned the painting, the painter and the source (the Chantilly museum). The painting itself had already

caused such a stir in its own time that the reviewers who speculated on what might have been happening before

the depicted scene prompted the appearance of several hastily \vritten stage plays, all en ding with the scene as

their final tableau,6 The genre of tableau animé occurred elsewhere too. In their recent book on the British

Mutoscope & Biograph, Brown and Anthony note th at the company produced a series of cinematic tableaux

vivants, entitled Living Pictures. Among them was the film The Slave Market, after a popular painting by, again,
Gérome.7

The work ofJean-Léon Gérome also plays an important role in the Italian epic Quo vadis? (1913) by Enrico

Guazzoni which might be regarded as a sort of a late example of these Living Pietures series. Apart from the

pervasive influence of Géróme's work on the film's reconstruction of ancient Rome, Guazzoni literally quotes

two of Géróme's paintings in the course of the action and in the case of one of them the film adds a statie insert

to aid the recognition of the quotation. I refer to the paintings The Christian Martyrs' Last Prayer (1863-83) and

Pollice verso (1874). The publicity stills and graphic design around the film helped to facilitate the recognition

by pointing out the comparison with the paintings. A search in the Dutch and British trade press has yielded

no direct evidenee of this recognition.8 However, in Projecting the Past (1997) Maria Wyke notes that "audi

ences are said to have clapped every time they recognized the representation in the filmic medium of such pop

ular neoclassical paintings as these."9 The problem is, however, that Géróme's work, which had been popular

up to the 1890s, afterwards lost its place in the canon of official taste. While it is understandable th at the cin

ema at the turn of the century should have focused on the established art of the preceding decades, it is not

immediately obvious why a film such as Quo vadis?, made more than a decade later, should still be drawing

upon the same material. We shall see that the representation of antiquity in the film Quo vadis? is clearly not

only or not simply an archaeological reconstruction, but is just as much indebted to the image of antiquity fos-
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tered by nineteenth -century art and disseminated in aIl sorts of secondary forms by the media of reproduction:

engraving, photography, lantern slides, book illustration and early film. That image of ancient Rome and

Pompeii, which became one of the great clichés of cinema, is partly located in the artistic imagination. This arti

cle, then, deals with the origins and development of that cliché.

The general focus here is the relationship bet\veen nineteenth-century painting and the cinema of the early

twentieth century, with reference to one film, Quo vadis? (Cines 1913). There are three main topics. First, the

representation of antiquity and the construction of a cliché. Second, the decline of academic painting in the sec

ond half of the nineteenth century, and its preservation by popular commercial cinema, first internationaIly and

later mainly in Hollywood; and third, the contribution of intermedial research to historical understanding.10

The investigation of pictorial influences on Quo vadis? addresses first the general question of how the acade

mic style of representing the ancient world was transmitted, and then examines the particular case of the rela

tionship between Géróme's paintings and Quo vadis?, both as novel and film.

The Painters of Roman Lzfe

First, the general representation of antiquity in nineteenth-century art and its reception by early, and especial

ly Italian cinema. Let us turn to some of the paintings concerned.

We shaIllook first at some of Jean-Léon Géróme's works, in particular the canvas es depicting the Roman are

nas, the gladiators, the Christians being thrown to the lions and the chariot races. In chronological order these

are Ave Caesar, Morituri Te Salutant (1859), The Death of Caesar (1867) - considered Géróme's masterpiece by

Gerald Ackerman in his monograph -, Pollice Verso (1874), The Christian Martyr's Last Prayer (1863-83) and

The Chariot Race/Circus Maximus (1876). Many other painters and paintings could, of course, be mentioned in

this context, but my impression is that Géróme played a central role in the development of nineteenth as weIl

as twentieth-century representation of ancient Roman lite.ll To mention just one pertinent detail: before

Géróme historians were never sure whether pollice verso meant "thumbs up" or "thumbs down;" since Géróme
we aIl know for certain th at it means "thumbs down."

Within the genre, I think we can say that where apainter such as Lawrence Alma-Tadema focused on the inti

mate life of the Romans, Géróme's imagination was directed more towards the Roman public lite, although

Alma-Tadema too painted some public scenesY There is a big difference between Géróme's cruel and clinic al

approach to antiquity, and the sweet, frivolous, sentimental and sensual manner of Alma-Tadema. If Alma

Tadema foregrounded the virtuously enamoured couple, the dolce far niente and aesthetic cultivation of the

Roman weIl-to-do, Gérome's interest was held by the sensational and spectacular aspect of classical Rome, the

extremes of good and evil of which both sexes were capable. Both Alma-Tadema and Gérome went to great

lengths to get historicaIly correct details. However, one cannot avoid the impression th at Alma-Tadema viewed

antiquity through Victorian spectacles th at tended to temper both the violence and the sexuallicense th at we

now associate so readily with imperial Rome.13 Géróme had to recognize that due to his own misinformation

the details of his earliest tableaux of ancient Rome, such as Ave Caesar, were not entirely correct. The swords

were too long, for instanee. In his Chariot Race aIl the horses' legs are shown splayed, a traditional mode of

depiction, but factuaIly inaccurate. It was due to photography and Eadweard Muybridge's photographic analy

ses of human and animal motion at Stanford, th at artists realized they had been wrong. Muybridge and

Stanford, who was his patron, visited Paris in 1881. Géróme was one of the guests invited to the home of his

coIleague Meisonnier, where on 26 November 1881 Muybridge projected a series of photographs on rotating

dis cs (his "zoopraxiscope"), which simulated motion.14 The works of Alma-Tadema and Gérome are thus just
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as much the expression of their own times as they are reconstructions of the past. My impression is that early

historical films such as Quo vadis? were influenced by both versions of ancient Rome: the Rome of spectacle

and violence and the Rome of family intimacy and civilized refinement. Let us now look at the ways in which

early Italian filmmakers, or studios such as Cines, could have be<;n aware of these paintings.

Direct Influence

Obviously we can consider the direct communication of paintings through exhibitions and their reviews.

Exhibition catalogues, auction catalogues, daily newspapers and the trade press are important sources, but let

us not ignore the impact of the paintings themselves. In the case of Quo vadis? I am reminded of the catalogues

of the Paris Salons that so blatantly mirrored official taste in the nineteenth century, as well as the catalogues of

the Venice Biennale. Cines, the production company that made Quo vadis?, was located in Rome, so that one

inevitably recalls the paintings in permanent collections or exhibitions there. There is a problem however. The

academie painting of Tadema and Géróme fell out of official favor around the turn of the century. At the time

that the first feature film epics we re made, around 1911-1913, their work was not longer exhibited at the Paris

Salons. But there was a little more to it than this. The Salons were for living artists and Géróme was dead by

then. Tadema died in 1912, but his last major work was in 1909. When one examines the Salon catalogues for

the teens, it is clear that official taste had shifted to the realism of the Barbizon School and to Impressionism.

Landscapes and portraits had replaced historicism as the leading genres.15 So that it is remarkable that precisely

at a time when the historical style was out of fashion, even with the conservatories and official arbiters of taste,

the new medium should have focused so much on the historical genre. On the other hand, during a period of

rising popular nationalism, in which historical painting played an important cultural role, it is perhaps not

entirely surprising that these impulses translated themselves into or onto the early historical feature film, which

in turn nurtured new audiences in nationalistic pride. In the light of Italian nationalism, therefore, the practice

of reverting to a glorious past via historical films is not so peculiar. Equally plausible is the recurrence to key

images from paintings that expressed that past, even when they were painted by non-Italians.

Indirect Influence

In addition to the direct impact of paintings upon the filmic imagination, we should consider some of the indi

rect influences since they were probably greater. Let us look first at engravings. Apainter like Alma- Tadema

took care to follow up the sale of a painting with etchings and engravings.16 Most people could not afford an

original canvas by Alma-Tadema, but they could afford to obtain an engraving. Graphic work became an

important source of income for established nineteenth-century painters. Géróme too secured extensive sales of

engravings after his paintings through the art dealer GoupilY The work of academie painters was much in

demand with American buyers and at lot of Géróme's work was acquired by collectors in the United States.

However, the technique of photoengraving ensured that his most popular paintings, including Pollice verso,

remained well known all over Europe and did not disappear from the public mind. The paintings of Géróme

and Alma-Tadema were frequently reproduced in the illustrated magazines, which were quickly becoming part

of the late nineteenth-century cultural scene. The first illustrations were engravings but, with the advent of the

rotary press, photographs of the original paintings could be published and this greatly increased their popu

larity. Academie paintings did not just disappear overnight, even though the paintings themselves may no longer
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have been in vogue. As recyclabie illustrative material they began a second life. Photographic reproductions of

paintings by Géróme and Alma- Tadema appeared everywhere, from manuals of archeology to historical nov

els, dictionaries, school books and postcards.18 Archeology was not merely for specialists in the nineteenth cen

tury for, as the illustrated magazines show, it had clearly caught the imagination of the average middle class 

rather like the dinosaurs ofjurassic Park in our own time. These images must therefore have enjoyed a wide cir

culation. I shall return below to the illustrations of the novel Quo vadis?

Famous painting also appeared on magic lantern slides and the reproduction of antiquities for the laterna mag

ica was likewise popular in the nineteenth century. Slides of Géróme's paintings could be ordered at Goupil &
Cie. A series on Quo Vadis? was issued by La Bonne Presse, probably in 1909, containing two slides directly

inspired by Géróme's Pollice verso and The Christzan Martyr's Last Prayer.19

An important source of publicity for paintings depicting ancient Rome or Pompeii was the tableau vivant which

was popular with the upper bourgeoisie. As Tashiro points out in the case of pictorial quotation in films, the

precondition for successful citation was the presence of a culture shared by performers and audience. Both par

ties had to possess the same frame of reference.2o Alongside its drawing-room version, the tableau vivant devel

oped into mass spectacle, with presentations in the open air, on the stage and in music halls and vaudevilles. In

the late nineteenth century, for instance, The Last Days of Pompeii was staged at Coney Island, and here again

we have our modern avatars in the spectacles of the theme parks and even the teemed casinos of turn-of-mil

lennium Las Vegas. The construction of tableaux after famous paintings was thus already a weIl established the

atrical tradition before it was appropriated by the cinema.21

As I indicated at the beginning, tableaux vivants were undoubtedly used because of the cultural cachet they

brought to the new medium of film, but there were other reasons too. Both Brown & Anthony and Martin

Loiperdinger note th at tableau vivant movies based on academic paintings offered a way of displaying nudity

in the new mass medium. As in the theatre, nudity was permitted provided that the subject remained statie, and

that the recreated picture itself belonged to the category of painting (mythologieal, allegorical or historica!) in

which nudity was allowed. This did not, however, prevent complaints by social and religious groups. The press

too had a lot of fun at the expense of these Living Pictures.22

Guazzonz; Gérome and the Visual Expression of Quo vadis?

Let us now tighten things up a little and be more specific. What indications do we have of a tradition linking

Quo vadis? to Géróme's paintings, and how does this relate to Guazzoni?

First, th ere is the intermediate position of the novel Quo vadis? by Henryk Sienkiewicz.

Although novels such as Edward Bullwer-Lytton's The Last Days of Pompeii and Lew Wallace's Ben Hur were

internationally popular, a glance at the Catalogo dei libri italiani dell'Ottocento and the Bolletino delle pubbli

cazioni italiane tells us that th ere were not many Italian translations of Wallace and Bullwer-Lytton at the turn

of the century. The exact contrary is true of Sienkiewicz's book and other works by the same author. The Polish

writer must have been very popular in Italy, with several translations appearing between 1896 (the year of Quo

vadis?) and 1913. Only a few of these editions, however, were illustrated.23

The most interesting of the latter is an edition from 1909 published by Bideri in Naples which contains illus

trations of Géróme's Pollice verso and The Christzan Martyrs, along with works by other academie painters,

including Sienkiewicz's compatriot SiemiradzkU~ One might compare Pollice verso and The Christzan Martyrs

with the gladiator scene and the lions scene in Quo vadis?, and with the publicity stills for the movie, which

were also issued as postcards. On the still from Quo vadis? the gladiator and his victim raise their arms in exact-
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ly the same gesture as the one we see in the painting. A Dutch program brochure for Quo vadis? carries a print

on its back cover which is a rather rough copy of Géràme's The Christian Martyrs' Last Prayer. The much-used

publicity still from Quo vadis? showing the lions in the foreground, emerging from the cellar, and advancing on

the martyrs in the background, comes very close to the painting; in deed the resemblance is positively striking.

Second, there had been several previous adaptations of Quo vadis?, both for theatre and film.25 Bernardini and

Martinelli note that a stage version of the novel was performed in Naples in 1900, in which Amleto Novelli,

later to play Vinicius in the 1913 movie, appeared as Nero. Another dramatized vers ion was staged in 1910 in

Turin. The French composer Jean Nouguès composed an opera based on the novel. The first film version of

Quo vadis? was probably the one made by Pathé in 1901, which Guazzoni might well have seen, as Pathé

movies were widely distributed in Italy. The Pathé catalogue contains photographs which include the gladiator

scene. The mise en scène here is very front al and completely lacking in the perspectival depth of Géràme's paint

ing, but the poses of the victorious mirmillo and the vanquished retarius are copied from Géràme, though the

angle of vision may differ from the original painting and the Gnes film. To be added to the sources already men

tioned are Géràme's own sculptures from themes in his paintings. In 1878 he completed a statue of the mir

millo and the retarius, in exactly the same postures and bearing exactly the same arms as in his celebrated pic

ture. The statue won a prize at the Paris Universal Exhibition of th at year. A few years after the Pathé film, the

statue became even more familiar to the Paris public, for after Géràme's death it was incorporated in a monu

ment to him which was placed in the garden of the Louvre in the Rue de Rivoli, where it remained until the works

that were done on the Louvre under Malraux. Another French version followed in 1910 entitled Au temps des

premiers chrétiens and made by Film d' Art, but I have been unable to study this vers ion for pictorial references.26

It would be interesting to view the film to see if the public exhibition of the sta tue had effected the way in which

it was quoted in a film released one year after it had taken up its position in the Louvre garden.

Thirdly, there is Guazzoni's own background as painter, poster artist and set designer. Guazzoni studied at the

Accademia di Belle Arti in Rome, and, as in any art academy at the turn-of-the-century, he must have been

trained in academie drawing and painting and encouraged to read all about his illustrious predecessors. In

his memoirs, he professes a love for accurate detail that goes back to his early training as a painter. I would

say: his academie training as painter.27 Guazzoni's first film about ancient Rome was Agrippina (1911), in

which we already encounter the stereotype of Nero as evil and perverse emperor. The Nero of Quo vadis?

looks quite a lot like him. By th en the plumpish man, with his round head and fringe, must have been a famil

iar image. In 1911 Guazzoni made another historical film entitled La sposa del Nzlo. With the exception of a

scene showing people observing a st reet parade from above, shot from the sort of angle chosen by Alma

Tadema for his paintings, this movie most resembles a Living Picture. It tells the story of a pair of Egyptian

lovers who are torn from each other by cruelexternal circumstance. In vain the hero tries to prevent the

priests from sacrificing his girl's life; in the end she is thrown into the Nile as a prayer to the gods to fertil

ize the drought-plagued land.28 The film appears to depiet a famous painting by Federico Faruffini, The

Virgin of the Nile which hangs to this day in the Galleria D'Arte Moderna in Rome.29 In the painting we see

the girl floating on the surface of the river like Millais' Ophelia, framed by flowers (a favorite nineteenth-cen

tury topos), with the priests and people standing on the bank of the Nile in the distance. In the film, this has

been split into two scenes, consisting first of an establishing shot, showing the girl being thrown into the

water, then a second scene showing the girl floating on the water, but without the background of onlookers.

Guazzoni might very weIl have seen and used this painting, as a sort of Living Picture not unlike the prac

tice in Pathé's Le Duel or the British Biograph Living Pictures, of staging the whole film in order to show

what happened before the final tableau. The use of pictorial references in Quo vadis? was therefore nothing
new in Guazzoni's career.
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But why would Guazzoni use these paintings as his frame of reference? There is of course, the richness of their

detail, which intensifies the feeling of a revived past. But also the correctness of that detail. In his own day,

Gérome was known for his faithful and archeologica11y correct reconstructions (the armour worn by the mir

millo in Pollice verso for instance, was copied from a genuine set of ancient armour in the Naples archeological

museum), but how much of this was familiar to Guazzoni and the Cines people? We do not have precise

answers to this question, but Ackerman's discus sion of Gérome's work may be of some use.30 Ackerman per

ceives two distinct directions or tendencies within bourgeois realist art. One concentrates on objective realism,

embracing scientific technique, perspective and photography and is concerned with an exhaustively accurate

historical reconstruction of objects and their surroundings. The other, which Ackerman ca11sthe subjective ten

dency, privileges interpretation over the methodica11y exact reproduction of detail. Gérome was rather fixated

on exact detail and did a great deal of archaeological and ethnographical research: clothing, architecture, the

ories about light and atmosphere - a11contributed to the correctness and accuracy of his reconstructions of his

tory. He did not hesitate to represent the gladiator in Pollice verso as a not too young and not too slender man,

as somebody who has won only because of long er experience and superior technique. As Aleksa Celebonovic

remarks in his book on bourgeois realism:

He is a professzOnal; his zeork, hou'ever repellent, is nonetheless dealt lDlth in a business-like manna. Similarly, neither

the crou'ds on the terra ces [' . .J nor the group of women in the box on Caesar's left [[he Vestals] express the dignified and

noble poise that the supporters of Neoclamdwz liked to visualize in the Romans of both sexes31

Looking at the detail of Quo vadis?, what do we see in the film, th at reminds us of Gérome's paintings?32 Let

us consider the three sequences involving the chariot race, the gladiators and the lions attacking the Christian

martyrs. The chariot race is viewed from a single perspective: to the left is a [clearly fake] wa11with two large

columns behind it, with the stands containing the spectators occupying the background. The same angle and

the same set return in the scene with the lions and the martyrs, and the scene is clearly copied from Gérome's

The Christian Martyrs' Last Prayer. After the chariot race, we see shots of the entry of the gladiators, their

salutes to the emperor and their fights A long take shows the retarius and mirmzllo in combat. When the retar

ius fina11y strikes the mirmillo down, the take is fo11owed by a short, static and almost photographic insert,

showing the gladiator fighting and beating the retarius, \vith both figures in the exact poses of the painting

Pollice verso. To the left of the imperialloge sits a group of women dressed in white. They are the Vestals and

in the painting they are placed on the emperor's right. In both representations the Vestals are responding heat

edly and aggressively to the spectacle in the arena.

Where Pathé copied only the central composition of the two men in its 1901 version, Guazzoni takes the quo

tation much further by recreating the picture's spatial surroundings, adopting the same angle and the same set,

with the arena wa11to the left and the imperial balcony to the right, and fina11yby recreating for the film audi

en ce the same sensation ofbeing in the arena with the gladiators. The same feeling of directness and latent phys

ical threat is again present in the scene copied from The Christz'an Martyrs) Last Prayer, the only difference being

Guazzoni's addition, using what we now ca11analytical editing, of several scenes of his own. There are for

instance cut-ins to the terrified martyrs, and to the lions devouring what we take to be the remains of Christians.

Alongside the shots showing the perspective from the arena, Guazzoni inserts a view from the stands, so that

we get the point of view of both the attackers and the spectators. The point of view of the victims is emblem

atica11yabsent, and here Guazzoni comes close to the harshness that is so evident in Gérome's paintings.

Gérome's public scenes appealed to filmmakers seeking to recreate the cruel and spectacular aspect of Roman

life. This is as true of Ho11ywood as of the early Italian cinema. Americans could easily have seen the original
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Gérome paintings. They may have been getting more and more out of fashion, but rich Americans had been

busily buying up Gérome's paintings in the nineteenth century, and their reception by the public had been pre

pared by reviewers such as Henry James.33

Although th ere has often been speculation in the past abollt the influence of Alma-Tadema's work on

Hollywood epic cinema (writers, such as Vem Swanson, raise the topic but they do not develop it further), one

cannot help suspecting that Gérome was just as important as, and possibly even more important than, Alma

Tadema as a source of the visual vocabulary of antiquity in the cinema, and above all of the great clichés of the

arena: the circus and the chariot race, the gladiators and the lions versus the Christians, - in short of the stan

dard image of Roman public life that has come to us through the movies and the Asterix comics.

Our inquiry into pictorial influences in a film like Quo vadis;; reveals not only the vigorous afterlife of certain

nineteenth-century paintings - their dissemination in, and reappropriation by, popular cultural forms such as

book illustration, theatre and film - but also the importance of exploring the intermediate phases of the passage

from painting to cinema. In order to make sensible inferences about pictorial influences on film we need to

explore the gaps between the borders of the histories of painting and cinema. If we ignore the forms and phas

es of historical transition and transmission when comparing painting and cinema, we risk simply projecting our

own limited contemporary perspective onto the past that is represented. In other words: we end up speaking

about our influences rather than the influences at work in the film. By exploring the spaces benveen paintings

and pictorial quotations we can trace the ways in which images turn into icons 'and clichés, thereby acquiring a

second life. We are also able to improve our understanding of how intermediality functions in practice. This

kind of approach reveals how certain images function as cultural icons of veracity, creating a canonical view of

the past that corresponds to the expectations of the audiences of the new medium: expectations of authentici

ty, certainly, but also of legitimacy and cultural register.
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